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Introduction

Let M be a pure motive over Q and h = h(p, M) := [PN,p(d±) - PR(d±)] + 1
denote corresponding h-invariant of M. At critical points, Deligne's conjecture
[DeI] relates the value of an L-function of M to a certain period and in this case
we have fonnulated a conjecture [Dah], [Pal] according to which for each prime
p there exists a h(M)-admissible measure jJ on the Galois group Cp , the Mellin
transform L p of which is a Cp-analytic function of the o(Iogh) type which interpo
lates the special values of the L-function of the motive M at the critical points. J.
Coates [Col,2] described, in the p-ordinary critical case, an invariant form of the
conjecture. At non-critical points, the conjectures of Beilinson [Bel] describe the
leading coefficients of L-function in terms of regulators. A. Scholl [Scho] showed
how periods and regulators may be interpreted as periods of mixed motives and
gave an interpretation of Beilinson's conjectures in terms of a Deligne conjecture
for critical mixed motives.

In this paper we describe a conjectural generalization of the above construction
of h(M)-admissible measure to arbitrary (possibly non-critical) pure motives. We
also propose a second possible construction of p-adic L-function using ideas from
[Pa2]' [GrS], [MaW]. At the end we give some remarks on the central critical values
of L-series.
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1 Mixed motives (over Z)

1.1 Category of mixed realizations
Let MMQ denote a category of mixed motives over Q (see [Jan], where such

a category has been constructed using absolute Hodge cycles). It is an abelian
category, containing M, a category of pure motives over Q, as a full subcategory.

Let's recall the necessary definitions. Associated to a mixed motive M E ,/vtMQ
is (in a functorial way ) a collection of de Rham MDR, Betti MB aod l-adic MI
(for all primes I) mixed realizations, which are respectively vector spaces (of finite
dimension d = d(M)) over Q, Q, QI respectively (here we take for Q the algebraic
closure of Q in C). These realizations are endowed with the additional structures:

Typeset by AJvtS-T'EfX
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(i) lV!DR is equipped with a decreasing exhaustive filtration {pk}kEZ (the Hodge
fil tration ) and an increasing fil tration {Wrn } rn EZ (the weight filtration ),

(ii) NIB is a mixed Q-Hodge structure, Le. it admits an involution F oo and there
is an increasing filtration {Wrn } rn EZ (the weight :filtration ) on MB and a decreasing
filtration {pk} kEZ (the Hodge filtration) on MB 0Q C, which induces a Q-structure
of weight m on Gr;:; !vIB = WrnMB/Wm-1MB, that is

with
W I IFoo(MP,q) = MP,q and FPGrm MB 0 C = ffipl?pMP ,q

(iii)\f, prime M, is a Gal(Q/Q) - module with an (Gal(Q/Q)-equivariant ) filtra
tion {Wm}mEZ (the weight filtration)

(iv) There is a "natural" Gal(C/IR)-isomorphism of Cvector spaces 100 : MB 0
C -+ MDR 0 C identifying the filtrat ions induced by the Hodge filtrations (respec
tively, the weight filtrations ) on both sides

(v) There exists comparison isomorphisms 1, : MB 0 Q, -+ M, transforming
the weight filtration of MB inta the weight filtration of M, and F00 into complex
conjugation.

Remarks.
(i) Let vg be the category of smooth quasi-projective varieties over Q and M'RQ

the (abelian) category ofmixed realizations. Jannsen {Jan) has constnlcted functors
Hn : vg -t M'RQ, VnEZ, associating to each X E vg its n-th realization

Define the functor H : vg -+ M'RQ by H(X) := ffin?oHn(x). Then MMQ
(for absolute Hodge cycles) is (by definition) the Tannakian subcategory of M'RQ
generated by the image of H.

(ii) We define a mixed realization H to be pure af weight m, if WmH = H,
W rn-I = 0, and the category 'RQ of realizations to be the full subcategory of M'RQ
consisting of direct sums of pure realizations. Then auy H E M'R.Q is a succesive
extension of the pure realizations Gr~H.

(iii) WmM E MMQ and Gr~M are pure motives for any M E MMQ. In
particular, any mixed motive is a succesive extension of pure motives.

We would like to say a few words how oue cau construct mixed motives explicitely
[Har].

The idea is in the use of Shimura varieties; the Hecke algebra of operators acting
on the Shimura variety S then cut it into the mixed motives. In general ShiInura Ya

rieties are not projective. So we have to compactify them; the Baily-Borel- and the
toroidal compactifications are known. One can explicitely construct the canonical
models of these compactifications (R. Pink); in the case of Baily-Borel compactifi
cation it is a highly singular space, which has a stratification by a union of canonical
models of Shimura varieties (belonging to smaller reductive groups). To each indi
vidual piece in the cohomology of the boundary one can attach the corresponding
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Eisenstein series of a complex variable s. To understand the Betti realisation we
have to investigate the image of the global cohomology of S(C) (with coefficients
in suitable sheaf) and it depends on whether the Eisenstein series is holomorphic
at a suitable value s.

The L-function of M is defined as the Euler product

L(M,s);= II Lp (M,p-lI) ,
p prime

with L p (M,p-lI)-l := det(l - p-lI . r,(Fr;l )!M/P
), I =f p (conjecturally indepen

dent of I) and where Frp is the Frobenius element at p, defined modulo the inertia
group 1p ; rl denotes the l-adic representation in the definition (iii) above.

We assume the existence of the meromorphic continuation and functional equa
tion.

Notice, that in general, if M E MMQ then L(M, s) and I1j L(GrjM, s) will
differ by a finite number of Euler factors. The equality we have, for example, in
the following important case of mixed motives over Z.

Definition. (Scholl) M E MMQ is a mixed motive over Z if the weight filtration
on MI splits over Q;r for every I, p with I =f p.

The mixed motives over Z form a fuU subcategory MMz of MMQ M c
MMz c j\.1MQ.

1.2 Period conjecture
For M E MMQ we define tohe period maps

and

in the same way as for pure motives.

Definition. A mixed motive M is critical if 1~ is an isomorphism. 1f this holds,
define c+(M) := det1~ and c-(M) := det1~ (E IR x jQX).

Note, that for mixed motives the notion of critical does not depend on the Hodge
numbers and the action of involution Foo : if the pure motives Gr}V M are critical,
then so is M, but the converse is far fronl true.
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Period conjecture. (Deligne) If M is critical, then ;i,:l E Q.

The conjecture has been verified in the case ofTate motives (Euler), elliptie cusp
forms (Shimura, ... ) and their symmetrie squares (Sturm) and eubes (Garrett, ... ),
tensor products of two (and, in some cases, three) elliptic cusp forms (Shimura,
Garrett-Harris, ... ). Also the (we hope »motivic») case of standard zeta functioDs
of Siegel modular forms was treated.

G. Harder showed [Har] that Anderson's mixed motives are critical in a sense of
Scholl (see 2.2) and so conjecturally critical.

Remarks.
1. Given a Siegel cusp eigenform f of (even) degree m and of weight k (with

respect to some congruence subgroup, and with a Dirichlet character 'lj;)j assurne
that k > 2m + 2 and f belong to the orthogonal complement to the generalized
Maass subspace. Then one expect [Pa3] that there exists a motive Mjt (over Q,
with coeff. in Q(f)) of rank 2m + 1, weight 0, with Hodge strueture of the type
(-k + 1, k - 1) +... (-k +m, k - m) + (0, 0) + (k - m, -k + m) + ... + (k - 1, -k + 1)
such that the complex conjugation acts on the (O,O)-subspace via ljJ( -1), and for
any Dirichlet character X L5t (s, /, X) = L(Mt(X), s), where L5t (s, f, X) denote the
standard zeta function of f.
By the work of Adrianov, Kalinin, Böcherer and others the function Loo(Mjt(X), s)·
L 5t (s, f, X) admits a lneromorphic continuation for all sEC with the possible simple
pole at s = 0 in ease X21jJ2 = 1. Description of the critical values of L5t (s, f, X) and
the shape of the corresponding p-adic L·function perfectly match with the general
conjecture on critical values and on p-adic L-functions attached to motives.

2. The Saito..!(urokawa conjecture in degree 2 may suggest that for f in the
(generalized) Maass space we may expect that there exists (mixed) motive attached
to spinor zeta function of f. For f of degree 21et's try to imagine relations between
(conjectural) standard and spinor motives Mjt ,MjP. The identities for Satake
parameters may suggest that the motive MiP is a direet sum of two 2-dimensional
submotives: MiP = MI EB M 2 in such a way that Mp = Q(O) EB MI C9 M 2(2k - 3).

The shape of r-factor of !vf;P may suggest that, in some cases, MI = M(gl) for
91 elliptic cusp form of weight 2k - 2 and M2 = M(g2)(2 - k) for 92 elliptic cusp
form of weight 2. Acually, Yoshida's work [Yo] partially confirm these observations.

3. I would also like to mention the following observation due to W. I(ohnen.
In [I(oh] he stated a general conjecture that the rational structures on spaces of
modular forms eoming from the rationality of Fourier coefficients and the rationality
of periods are not compatible. From this it folIows, in particular, that for f elliptic
cusp form of level oue c+(f), c-(f) should be transcendeutal. It is expected that
c+(f)c-(f) ...... < f, f > should be transcendental as weIl. This observation and
formulae for c±(SymTn f), C±(fi 0 f2), ... lead to the following

Question: In case of any (pure) motive M over Q we should have c+(M)c- (M) rt Q.
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2 "Universal extensions" and highly critical motives

2.1 Ext-groups
\Vrite ExtQ for the Ext-groups in MAtfQ, and Extz for the Ext-groups in /vtMz.
If M},M2 E j\1Mz then Ext&(M1 ,M2 ) = Ext~(Ml,M2) = Hom(M1 ,M2), and

Ext~(1\11 , M 2 ) is the subgroup of Extb(MI, M 2 ) comprising the classes of those
extensions

o--+ 1\11 --+ M --+ M 2 -+ 0

such that for every p and every 1 =1= p, the extension M, of Galois modules splits
over Q;r. We should have ExtÖ = Ext~ = 0 unless q = 0, 1. Conjecturally, the
groups Extz will be finite-dimensional over Q.

In the case of the Tate motive we should have Ext~(Q(O),Q(1)) = O.
More generally, let M = hi(X)(m) for X smooth and proper over Q. Then we

should have

Ext~(M,Q(1))= Ext~(Q(O),M"(l)) = Hom(Q(m -1- i),hi(X))

{
0 if i i= 2m - 2

- CH i+1-m(.X)/CH i+1-m(..y)O ® Q if i = 2m - 2

and

Exti(M, Q(l)) = Ext~(Q(O), M"(l))

= { H~\!;l (X, Q(i + 1 - m))z if i =1= 2m - 1
CHi+1-m(..y)O ® Q if i = 2m - 1.

Here CH i+l-m(x) denotes the Chow group of codimension i + 1 - m on X mod
ulo rational equivalence, and CHi+1-m(x)O is the subgroup of classes of cycles
homologically equivalent to zero, and HM denotes the motivic cohomology

and H'1 (X,')z is the image in H'1 (..-'l,.) of the I{-theory of a regular model for X,
proper and flat over Z. In particular, we should have Ext~(Q(O),Q(l)) = Z x C9z
<Q = O. On the other hand, similarly the above would imply that Extb(Q(O), Q(l))
= QX 0z Q. Deligne [De3] conjectures that K 2m - 1 (Q) (9 Q ~ Extb(Q(O), Q(m)).
To give meaning to this conjecture one needs not bother with the entire category
MMQ, hut it suffices to restrict oneself to the subcategory T MQ generated by the
objects whose graded quotients are sums ofTate motives (see [De3] for a conjectural
description of T MQ).

Using Bloch's description of motivic cohomology by means of higher Chow groups
oue can uncouditionally associate to elements of HM-groups explicit extensions
of cohomology arising from the cohomology of non- compact 01' singular schemes
[DeuS]. In the appendix to [DenS] it is shown that for smooth, projective varieties
X over Q there are natural maps (conjecturally isomorphisms) for p + 1 < 2q
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(BcritJ (9 V) Qp I = p
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and one hopes that the image of H~l (X, Q(q))z is precisely Ext~Mz(Q(O),

HP(X)(q)). On the other hand, it is shown in [Bel] that for X smooth, projective
over IR there is a canonical isomorphism (for p + I < 2q )

where H[;(X, lR(q)) denote Deligne cohomology groups and M1lR is the abelian
category of lR~mixed Hodge structures with the action of areal Frobenius.

In this context, the regulator should fit into a commutative diagram

The conjectures of Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer, Tate and Beilinson on the orders of
L-series at integer points can be stated in terms of Ext~groups as folIows:

Conjecture. Let M E MMz. Then

ordtJ=oL(M, s) = dimExti(M, Q(l)) - dimExt~(M, Q(l)).

Remarks.
1. For a prime number p let GQp = Gal(Qp/Qp) and let BcritJ = BcritJ ,p denote

the Fontaine ring of p-adic periods. Let I be a prime and V an l-adic representation
of GQp. We define

Let H}(Ql, V) be the sub-Q/-linear space of HI (Q/, V) classifying those extensions
Vx of QI by V which are such that the map D(Vx ) -+ D(Qd is surjective.

Now let V be an I-adic representation of GQ = Gal(Q/Q). For x E H 1 (Q, V)
denote by x p its image in H 1 (!Qp, V). Set

Fontaine and Perrin~Riou [FoP] have formulated the following version of the above
conjecture:

where HO(Q, .NI) = H om(Q(O), M) aod H}(Q, M) is the Q-linear space of the
classes of extensions of Q(O) by M in j\l1MQ such that x E H}(Q, j\tf) iff V prime

number 1 XI E H}(Q, Md.
2. Also, let 's recall the definition of aperiod given by Fontaine aod Perrin-Riou.
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Fix Z-structure T on M (it means: we fix lattice T in MB S.t. image of T ® Z, in
M, undel' comparison isomol'phism is GQ-stable). Qhoose a basis of a canonical Z
stl'ucture Z(l) of Q(1). Also fix bases wf l'esp. w;(l) of detzT+ l'esp. of detzT(l)+.

Take j E Z so that p-l MDR(j) = O. Then one can define the period isomor-
phism .

IR 0 H}(Q, M(j)) -+ IR 0 MDR(j)jMB(j)+,

and thel'efol'e the isomol'phism

For W E (detQMDR(j))* 0 detQH}(Q, M(j)) we define Cco,TU)(W) to be the image

of W 0 w*U) under that isomorphism.

2.2 Universal extensions
Scholl [Schol proposes the following algebraic criterion for a mixed motive over

Z to be critical:

Definition. M E MMz is called highly critical, if

V'q=o,lExt~(M,Q(l)) = Ext~(Q(O), M) = O.

Conjecture. (Scholl) 1/ M is highly critical, then it is critical.

Now we consider "universal extensions" of an arbitrary pure motive M by sums
of Q(O) and Q(l) in order to obtain a new motive MI"W E MMz, which is highly
critical, and for which L(MI"W, s) = ((s)O . ((s + 1)6. L(M, s). Then, up to a nonzero
rational, L(MI"W, 0) (and c+(MI"W) ) will equal the leading coefficient of L(M, s) at
s = 0, and The Period Conjecture will then be applicable to MI"W.

We consider separately the cases of pure motives of weights w ~ -2, w 2:: 0,
w = -1:

(i) Let M be a pure motive of weight w ~ -2. Then we have

Extb(.NI, Q(l)) = Ext~(Q(O), M) = O.

Assume that Hom(M, Q(l)) = O. Then for the universal extension

o-t M -t M .... -t Ext~(Q(O),!vI) 0 Q(O) -t 0

we have
Ext~(MI"W,Q(l))= Ext~(Q(O),M"") = 0

for q = 0, l.
In this case L(MI"W, s) = ((s)a . L(M, s), where a = a(M) = dimExt~(Q(O), M).
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(ii) Let M be a pure motive of weight w ~ 0; assume that H om(Q(O), M) = O.
Then, dually to the above, there is a universal extension

o-+ Q(1)" -+ M- -+ M -+ 0

where b = b(M) = dimExt~(M, Q(1)). M- is highly critical and in this case
L(jV!-,s) = ((s + 1)'" L(M,s).

(iii) Asstime that M is a pure motive of weight -1. Then there is a unique mixed
motive j\1- over Z, which is highly critical and for which L(lvf-, s) = ((s)O . ((8 +
1)"·L(M,s)

Remarks.
(i) "((3) and universal extensions". We have Hom(Q(3), Q(1)) = O. Let consider

the universal extension

o----t Q(3) -+ M --+ Q(O}P -+ 0

of Q(3), where p = dimExti(Q(O}, Q(3)) (= 1, if Deligne's conjecture takes place
[De3, p.163]). The period conjecture then implies

(3)
c+(M) E Q.

Note, that if M(n) is critical for some even positive integer n, then

(n + 3) _ 1rn (d-(M)-p)(3).

On the other hand, if M(n) is critical for same odd positive integer n, then we ean
"evaluate" ( n + 3):

(n + 3) _ 1r n (d+(M)-p)c-(M).

(ii) "twist with Dirichlet character". Take M E MQ; assume w(lVf) ~ -2. Con
sider the corresponding universal extension

o-+ M -+ M univ -+ Q(O)P -+ O.

Let X be Dirichlet character. Then the extension

o-+ M(X) -+ Muniv(X) -+ Q(X)P -+ 0

need not to be universal. However, we have

L(Muniv(X),O) = L(M(X), 0) L(X, O)P.

It is essential for the formulation of the Conjecture in section 3.4.

(iii) It turns out that under same reasonable assumptions it is sufficient to
consider only the cases (i) - (iii). More precisely, assume the following

Hypotheses:
(a) Extb(Q(O), Q(1)) is generated by the classes of I-motives [4> : Z -+ Gm],

4>(1) = p
(b) If M is pure of weight ·1, tben

ordll=oL(M, s) ~ dimExt~{M, Q{I)) = dimExt6{Atf, Q(I))

(e) H M is pure of weigbt ::; -2, then the realisation map

Ext~(Q(O),M) ~ IR -+ Ext~"H.(IR(O), MIR)

is injective.

Then we have the following



Theorem. [Schol Let M E J\ttMQ be critical, with L(M, 0) :I O. Then there is an
increasing filtration !(. 0/ M with the /ollowing properties:
(a) Mi == Grf Mare critical motives with L(M, 0) E IR. x J

(b)n L(1\1i , 0) . L(M, 0)-1 E QX J

(c) each Mi is one 0/ the /ollowing:
(i) an extension 0/ a pure motive M 0/ weight ~ 0 by a sum 0/ copies 0/ Q( 1),

with Hom(Q(O), M) == 0,
(ii) an extension 0/ a sum 0/ copies 0/ Q(O) by a pure motive M 0/ weight .s -2

with H om(Q(l), M) == 0,
(iii) a motive whose nonzero graded pieces in the weight filtration are a sum 0/

copies of Q(I), a pure motive 0/ weight -1, and a sum 0/ copies 0/ Q(O),
(iv) the I-motive [c/J : Z --t Gm], c/J(I) == p
(d) in cases (i) • (iii) Mi is a motive over Z.

(iv) For other (conjecturally equivalent ) definitions of critical motive we refer to
[FoP] ,[Gr],[Schn].

3 A conjecture about p - adic L - functioos attached to (possibly 000

critical) motives

3.1 Admissible measures and their Mellin transforms
For the rest of this paper we fix a rational prime p and embeddings of an algebraic

closure Q of Q in Qp and in Cj let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers. We have
z; '" Galp, w here Galp = Gal(Q({p} )/ Q) denotes the Galois group of the maximal
abelian extension Q({p}) of Q r~ified only at p and infinity. We denote by X p the

inclusion Zp -+ Cp, where Cp = Qp is the Tate field.
Let Ch(Galp ) be the space of Cp-valued functions on Galp which can be locally

represented by polynomials in the variable x p of degree less then h.

Definition. Ey a h·admissible measure on Galp we mean a Cp -linear form J-l

eh(Galp) -+ Cp which satisfies the /ollowing growth condition for all 0 .s i ::; h - 1:

Ey the integral in the above equality we mean the value of J-l on the product 0/ the
polynomial in x p and the characteristic function 0/ the set a + (m).

Let I"l'p := Homcont (GaLp , C;) be the Cp-analytic Lie group consisting of all
continuous p-adic characters of the group GaLp. We regard the elements of finite
order X E Xp as Hecke characters of finite order whose conductors may contain only
powers of p. To each h-admissible measure J-l one can associate its non-archimedean
Mellin transform L Jl : Xp --t Cp,

L,,(X) :=1 xdJ.'.
Gal p
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The function L'J is of the o(logh)-type. It is known that the special values of the
form Ljj(xx;) for 'r = 0,1, ... , h - 1, X E x;or~ determine LJl and J.L uniquely [Vi].

3.2 A new version of Deligne's period conjecture
Let M E MQ and M- be the eorresponding mixed motive over Z (see seebon 2).

Put n(fo,M-):= (2rriy(M-)c f O(M-), where fO:= ±, r(M-):= Lj<kjh(j,k),
h(j,k) := dimcM-i,k. Define A(oo)(M-,s) := Eoo(M-,s)L(M-,s), where the
modified Euler faetor at infinity is defined as folIows: Eoo(lv{-, s) := Ilu Eoo(U, s),
where U runs over direet summands of the Hodge decomposition, aod Eoo (U, s) is
given by

(a) if U = M-i,k ffi M-k,i, j < k then Eoo(U, s) := rc(s _ j)hU,k),
(b) if U = M-k,k, k ~ 0, then E oo := 1

(e) if U = M-k,k, k < 0 then Eoo(U, s) := iAi.R«t~:::~O)' where J = 0,1 is
ehoosen so that Foo aets on Mk,k as (_1)1.+0, rc(s) := 2(21ri)-.'ir(s), rlR(s) :=

rr-~r(~).

For the Diriehlet eharacter X of conductor C(X} we define the Gauss sum G(X} :=

E x(x)exp(21rix/C(X)), where x runs over a complete set ofrelatively prime residue
classes modulo C(X).

Now we formulate a new version of Deligne's conjeeture, which gives a natural
variation of the period as m and X vary [Co1,2]. Note, that we do not assume M
to be eri tieal.

Period conjecture (a modified form). Let M E MQ. Then for every pair
(m, X) E Z X x;orlJ such that M- (X)( m) is critical (highly critical), and fO = e:(X)' v,
v = sgn« _l)m), we have

3.3 h-admissible and p-ordinary motives
We eonsider the loeal p-polynomial

of the motive M.

Definition. (a) The Newton p.]"KJ[ygon PN,p(U) = PN,p(U, M) of the motive M is'
the convex hull of the points (i, ordp(Ai(p))), i = 0, 1, ... , d.
(b) The Hodge polygon PH(U) = PH(u, M) (0 :::; u :::; d) by definition passes through
the points (0,0), ... , (L il <i h(i', j), Eil <i i'h(i', j), ... i. e. the Ienght of the horizontal

segment with slope i is ;qual to ~Wk h(i, Wk - i), where Wk = w(Gr,tV M)
(c) We call M a p-admissible motive if PN,p(d±) = PH(d±)
(d) h = h(p,lV1) := [PN,p(d±) - PH(d±)] + 1
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Definition. We call M E MMQ (J, p-ordinanJ, il
(i) Ip C G p acts triviallyon each Gr~ ]V!" 1 i= p
(ii) V'm3 a decreasing filtrotion F;,m on Vm := Gr~Mp1 0/ Gp-stable Qp-subspaces
such that

i i+l
V'iEZ Gp acts on Fp,m Vm/ Fp,m Vm

via some power 01 the cyclotomic character, say 'l/J;~dm). Then el (m) > >
et (m), and the Jollowing properties take place:

(a) dimQp F;,mVm/ F;~~Vm = h(ei(m), W m - ei(m)),
(b) PN,p(u,M) = PH(u,M).

Proposition. 11 M E MQ is p-ordinary, then M- is p-ordinary.

The proof follows from the definitions.

Remarks.
(i) h(p, M) does not change if we replace M by its Tate twist, by its dual M,

and by its twists with Hecke characters of finite order whose conductor is prime to
p.

(ii) the quantity h*(p, M) := PN,p(d±) - PH(d±) can be considered as general
ization to motives of the c1assical Hasse invariant of elliptic curve: it distinguishes
po-ordinary and po- supersingular cases.

(iii) In the case of the motive of elliptic curve E over Q we have the theorem
of Elkies [EI]: there exists an infinite number of supersingular prime numbers far
E. In fact we have even more: in the CM-case approximately half af primes
are supersingular; in the case of elliptic curves without compiex multiplication we

expect about C 1:9'x supersingular primes up to x, where C > 0 same constant
(Lang-Trottel' [LaT]).

Now Iet's consider the case of elliptic cusp forms with respect to the congruence
subgroups. Here the situation is more complicated.

. In the weil examined case ofunique normalized elliptic cusp form.6. = L: r(n)qn
of weight 12 with respect to 5L(2, Z) we have the Lehmer conjecture r(p) i= 0 for
every prime p (checked for p < 1015 ), so the most supersingular case (hypotheti
cally) does not appear. On the other hand, it is known that p )'r(p) for every prime
2 ~ p ~ 65063, p f; 2,3,5, 7,241l.

. Let

e ~ m2 +mn+4n2

-l:=·L.J CJ ,

m,nEZ

g(z) := ry(z)ry(3z)ry(5z)ry(15z)

Then f := gel E 53 (15, (1·5)) is normalized Hecke eigenfonn. Peters, Top and
van der Vlugt [PTV} proved the following result.

Proposition.. Let f = L:n>l anqn be as above. Then

(a) ap = 0 iff (fg) = -i, -
(b) ap , lor p > 5, p == 1,2,4, 8( mod15) can be computed by means 01 the lollowing
algorithm
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(i) p == 1 or 4( rnod15): find an integral solution 0/ the equation x 2 +xy +4y 2 =
p; then ap = 2x2 - 7y2 + 2xy.

(ii) p == 2 or 8( mod15): find ,an integral solution 0/2x2 + xy + 2y 2 +p; then
a p = x 2 + 8xy + y2. '

It is easy to see that, in this case, the most supersingular case doesn't appear.
Indeed, let (x, y) be an integral solution of (i). Then a p = 2p - 15y2, and plap =}

ply =} plx => p2 lp· Analogously for (ii). Therefore only two extremal cases appear.
Also note that in our example f is with CM and this may suggest that, as in the
CM-elliptic curves case, only extremal cases appear.

In the general case of motives over Q we may consider the attached F-cristals
and the results and conjectures probably should be formulated in these terms.

(iv) it is plain that h(p, M) = h(p, M-) where M- denotes the universal exten
sion described in section 2.

(v) any p-ordinary motive is p-admissible.
(vi) note that B. Perrin-Riou [Pe1; 2.3.1] has given another characterization of

the p-admissibility condition for a motive M: there exists p-adic subrepresentation
M; of Mp such that pOD(M;) = 0, D(MpjM;) = pOD(MpjM;).

Now we give examples of p-admissible pure motives which are not p-ordinary.
(a) It is easy to see that the motive M(f) 0 M(g) (where f, gare elliptic cusp

forms such that w(f) > w(g) and f is p-ordinary) is of this type. Note, that
M(f) 0 M(g) is p-ordinary iff f and 9 are p-ordinary.

(b) More generally, we have the following facts:

Proposition. Let f be p~ordinary C M - elliptic cusp form 0/ weight k and M E
MQ be pure motive 0/ weight wand 0/ rank d. Assume k »0. Then the motive
Sym2m+1 M(f) C8) M is p-admissible, where m = 0, 1, ....

Proof: As h(p, M) = h(p, M(r)), we can suppose that w 2: 0 and MB \61 C =
MO,w 61 ... 61 MW'o. Let 0, ß denote p-roots of f, ordpo = 0, and 01, ... , ad are
inverse p-roots of M indexed in such a way that ordpal ~ ... ::; ordpod. Then,
under the above assumption, we have
ordp (02m+l a d ~ ... ~ ordp (a2m+ 104) ~ ordp(02mß01) ~ ... ~ ordp(a 2mßO d) ::;
... ~ ordp(am+1ßmod ~ ... ~ ordp(orn+l ßm ad ).

Now

and
PN,p((m + 1)d, Sym2m+1M(f) C8) M) = L:7~o L:1=1 ordp(02m+l-ißi Oj )

= (m +1) L::l=l ol-dpai + d(ordpß + ordpß2 + ... + ordpßm)
=!(m + l)dw + !m(m + 1)(k - 1)d

(here we use the property L:1= 1 ol"dp0 i = !dw ).
On the other hand
(Sym2m+1 M(f) 0 M)B 0 C = 61~=o 61i M i+r(k-1L(2m+l-r)(k-l)+w-i 61 the con-

jugate part; here i are the same as in the Hodge decomposition MBC8)C = 61iMi,w-i

of M. Put di = dimcMi,w-i. Then
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PH((m + 1)d, Sym2m+ 1M(f) ® M) = Ei idi + Ei(i + k - 1)di + Ei(i + 2k 
2)di + ... + Ei(i + mk - m)di = (m + 1) L:i idi + (1 + ... + m)(k - 1) Li di =
!(m + 1)dw + tm(m + 1)(k - 1)d.

Similarly one ean prove the following

Proposition. Let f be p-ordinary elliptic cusp form. 0/ weight k and M E .I\11Q be
pure motive 0/ weight wand 0/ rank d. Assume k »0. Then the motive M(f) 0 M
is p-admissible.

Note, that in non-C M ease Sym r M(f) is irreducible.

We also note the following result, due to N.M. Katz.

Proposition. ([Kai}) Let MI, M 2 E J\I1Q. Then .1\11 0 M 2 is 0/ Hodge- Witt type
iff MI is p-ordinary and M 2 is 0/ Hodge- Witt type.

3.4 A formulation of the Conjecture
We use the following notation:

N- := M""'(x)(m) ,
m. := max{jI3 j ,k j < k such that h(j, k) #- O} + 1,
m* := min{jI3 j ,k j > k such thai h(j, k) #- O},

if p )'C(x)

if pIG(x)

where inverse roots of the loeal p-polynomial Lp(M""', X)-I are indexed in sueh a
way that ordpQ'(l)(p) ::; ordpQ'(2)(p) ::; ... ::; ordpa(d)(p).

Conj ecture. For every €o E {±} there exists a Cp - analytic /unction L~;» :...1'p -+
Cp such that
(i) For all hut a finite number 0/ pairs (m, X) E Z X x;or3 such that N- 
M-(x)(m) is critical at s = 0 and €o = €(X) . V J v = sgn(( _1)m), we have

(ii) L ~~» (X) is holamorphic on X p i/ A1k, k = 0j otherwise there exists a finite subset

:=: c ...1:'p and natural number,q n (~), ~ E :=: such that V90 E Gp th e /unction

TI (X(go) - ~(go))n(~) . L~;»(x)
~E=
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is holomorphie on X p •

(iii) The funetion in (ii) is holomorphie 0 f type o(109h ).

(iv) If h ~ m· - m. + 1 then the above eonditions (i) and (ii) uniquely determine

the function L~~» .
(v) If the motive M is p-admissible then there exists an unique bounded Cp -analytic

funetion L~;) satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii).

Remarks.
(a) In the p-ordinary critical case the conjecture was formulated by J. Coates

and B. Perrin-Riou [Col,2].
(b) In the critical case the conjecture was formulated in [Da], [Pal].
(c) The conjecture has been verified in the case of Tate motives (Kubota

Leopoldt), elliptic cusp forms (Manin, Vishik), symmetrie squares (Schmidt, Pan
chishkin) and tensor products of two elliptic cusp forms (Hida), symmetrie powers
of elliptic cusp forms of CM·type, "standard motives" attached to Siegel eusp
eigenforms (Panchishkin).

(d) 3.3. gives us the examples of p-admissible (not neeessary p -ordinary) mo
tives, for which it should exist a bounded Cp-analytic function as described in (v)
above.

(e). For motivic Iwasawa theory and its relation to p-adic L-functions, p-adic
Bloch-Kato, etc. we refer to [Fo],[FoP],[Grl,2],[Ka},[Pel,2],[Schn].

3.5 An invariant form of the Conjecture
Dur aim here is to formulate an invariant analogue of the conjecture 3.4 using

certain eomplex representations of the Weil-Deligne group. In the case of p-ordinary
critical pure motives such a description was done by J. Coates [Co2].

Suppose M E MQ. For any prime number p let Wp C Gp be the \Veil group.
We fix an element cI> E Gp, whose image in Gp/lp is the geometrie Frobenius. For
each sEC let

.W5 : Wp -+ CX

be the homomorphism which is trivial 00 I p , and such that w5(<I» = p-5.
We also fix a prime oumber I # p.
Let W; be the Weil-Deligne group of Qp. Recall (see [De2]) that a finite

dimensional representatioo of W; over Qp is, by definition, a pair e = ("lV),
where V is a finite-dimensiooallioear space over Q, and

(i) 1 : Wp -+ GL(V) is a homomorphism, :vhose kernel contains ~n open sub
group of I p

(ü) lV is a nilpoteot endomorphism of V such that

Consider l-adic representation of vVp given by its natural action on lvI,. Then,
by Grothendieck theorem, this representation gives rise to a unique representation
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e = ("lV) of the Weil-Deligne group W; (see [De2), sec.8). Put

()
Lp(M,s)

Rp lvf, S := cp(M, s)Lp(Jvf", 1 - s)

and similarly

R (8 ) Lp (8,s)
p ,s:= €p(e,s)Lp(6", 1 - s)

where Lp(M,s) denotes the Euler factor at p, and Lp(e,s) := Zp(6,p-.!I), for

and cp(l\1, s), €p (8, s) are defined in [Co2], [Del,2].

Lemma. [Gof} There emu a representation 6' = (,', N') 0/ the Weil-Deligne
group in lv[, , which satitlfies

(i) lV' = 0
(ii) 1/ we e:xtend scalars from Q, to C via a fixed embedding Q, -+ C, then,' is

a semisimple complex representation 0/ Wp

(iii) we have

Let " : Wp ~ GL(Y), where' Y := M, 0Q C, be the semisimple complex
representation of the Weil group given by the above Lemma. Let Y = ffiU be tlie
decomposition of Y into irreducible complex representations of vVp • By [De2] it is
known that each such U is of the form eu 0 W.!I(U) , where s(U) E C and eu is a
complex representation of Wp such that ~u(Wp) is a finite group. Consequently, the
inverse roots of the polynomial P ()(, U) = det (1 - eil .X Iu) are all of the form a root
of unity times one fixed root. Assuming that these roots are algebraic numbers, we
define ordp(U) := ordp(a) for any inverse root a of the above polynomial, where
ordp is normalized so that ordp(p) = 1. Note, that ordp(U) does not depend of the
choice of «P. Define Rp(U, s) by the same formula as for Rp(M, s).

Basic for what follows will be the following

Hope. It should exist a ·"natu.ral" filtration {Fi~} 0/ vV;-su.bspaces 0/ Y 'Which

agrees with the Hodge filtration {Fk} on 1\18 ® C in the sense that dimcpk =
dimcFlk,

In C l\![-case it is given by comparison isomorphisms. In general case it seems to
be no natural candidate.

For the rest of this section we shall assume the Hope takes place.
We define modified Euler factor at p:

Ep(M,s) = II Ep(U,s),
U irred
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where

{
I if U ~ FP

Ep(U,s) = Rp(U,s) if U c FP .

Let X E ,Y;OT!J. For every irreducible summand U c Y we put

Ap(U(X), {F/}, s) :=

np(o,U)=o(l - a(p)p-!J)

IIp(o,u)=o(l - a(p)-l p!J-l)

1

. ( ') ordpC(x)
G(X)-d1m UIIp(o,u)=o !iPr

if U ~ F? and X trivial

if U c F/ and X trivial

if U ~ Fl and X nontrivial

if U c F/ and X nontrivial

Then we have the following (conditional) result (compare [Co2J, Lemma 7):

Proposition. Assume M has 9000 reduction at p. Then

Ep(M(X),s) II k
L (M( ) s) = Ap(U(X), {F, }, s).

p X , Uir-r-CY

Proof: Using the same argument as in [Co2] we obtain

The assertion follows.

We propose the following

Definition.

h"'(p, M) := [ L (dirn U) . ordpU - PH(d+)] + l.
UCF

I
O

Note that h(p, M) :::; h"'(p, M).

Proceeding as in [Co2] we define the modified L-function

A(oo,p)(M, {F/}, s) := Aoo (.A1, s) . Ep(M, {Pik}, s)· II Lq(M, s)
q#p,oo

Now we are ready to formulate an invariant form of the conjecture 3.4 (compare
[Col,2]).
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Conjecture. For every fO E {±} there ezists a Cp.analytic function L~;) : Xp ---+
Cp such that
(i) For all but a finite number 01 pairs (rn, X) E Z X x;orlJ such that N~ =
M~(x)(m) is critical at s = 0 and fO = f(X) . v, v = sgn(( _l)m), we have

(ii) L~;) (X) is holomorphie on Xp il Mk,k = 0; otherwise there exists a finite subset

:=: c X p and natuml numbers n (e), eE :=: sueh that V90 E Gp the funetion

II (X(go) - e(go))n(e) . L~;)(X)
{E=

is holomorphie on Xp •

(iii) The /unetion in (ii) is holomorphie 0/ tYlJe o(logh-).
(iv) I/ h- ~ "m· - 'm. +1 then the above eonditions (i) and (ii) uniquely determine

the funetion L~;) .
(v) // the motive M is p-admissible then there exists an unique bounded Cp -analytic

/unetion L~;) satis/ying the conditions (i) and (ii).

4 p-adic families attached to motives

Hida [Hil,2] obtained some p-adic analytic families of p-ordinary cusp forms, and
corresponding L-functions. A conjectural generalization of the Hida's constnlction
to arbitrary critical pure lnotives has been formulated in arecent paper of A.A.
Panchishkin [Pa2].

4.1 p-adic families of Galois represelltations attached to Inotives
Let Yp := H Officont(Z; X Galpl C;) be the Cp-analytic Lie group consisting of

all continuous p-adic characters of the group Z; x Galp , which contains the Cp
analytic Lie subgroup Xp (the cyclotomic line) via the projection Z; x GaLp -+
Galp • Yp contains the discrete subgroup A of arithmetical characters of the type
X'1]' x~ = (x,1],m), where X E y;on, 1] is algebraic character of Z;, mEZ. Let
op denotes the ring of integers of the Tate field Cp. For any P = (X, 1], m) E A we
have a homomorphism

v : Z; x GaLp -+ CJ p

defined by the corresponding group homomorphism

P: Z; x GaLp -+ 0; y. C;.
For a Op[[Z; x GaLp]] - module N and P E A we define "the reduction of N modulo
pn:

Np:= N Q9 Op.
Op[[Z; xGalp]] , Pp
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Then for each Galois representation

rN : Gal(QjQ) -t GL(N)

we have defined its reduction fiod P as the natural composition

Gal(QjQ) -r GL(N) -+ GL(Np).

Conjecture. (compare {Pa2J). For every M E MMz there exists a /ree Op[[Z; x
Galp]].mooule M* 0/ the rank d = rank M, a Galois representation

r* : Gal(Q/Q) -t GL(M*)

an infinite subset A' C A 0/ "positive" characters, and a distinguished point Po E A
such that
(a) the reduced Galois representation

r*,po : Gal(Q/Q) -t GL(M*,po)

is equivalent ouer Cp to the p-adic representation r M,p 0/ M,
(b) /or euery P E A' there exists a motive M p E MMz such that its Galois
representation is equ.ivalent over Cp to the reduction

4.2 Families of ~adic L-functions
Now we are ready to describe some families of ]radie L-functions associated

with p-adic families of Galois representations coming from (possibly non-critical)
motives.

For M E MQ denote by M- the associated II universal extension"; put

Conjecture. (compare (Pa2J). For a canonical choice 0/ periods f2(P) E C X
,

P E A', there exists a Cp .analytic /unction

such thai
(i) /or almost all P E A' we have

L (P) = A(p,oo) (lvl-(x)(m), 0)
(p) f2(P)

(ii) For arithmetic ]KJints 0/ type

p = (X, 1]0, m) E A'
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with 1]0 fixed there exists a finite subset :=: c Yp and natural numbers n(e), eE :=:
such that V90 E G p the function

rr (x(go) - e(go))n(e) L{p)(x . P)
{E=

is holomorphic on Yp •

(iii) The lunction in (ii) is holomorphic 01 type 0 (Zogho) where ho = h(A1p ) für P
as in (ii).
(iv) Consider arithmetic points of type

P = (x,1]o,m) E A'

with 1]0 fixed. 11 the motive M p is p-admissible then the function in (ii) is bounded.

Examples of p-adic families satisfying conjectures 4.1 and 4.2 are given by the
work of I(atz [I(a2], Hida [Hil,2}; see also [GrS],[MaV}.

4.3 "False" p-adic L-functions attached to motives
Let r denotes the Hecke algebra, and let t\ : r -+ Qp be a continuous homo

morphism of weight k, k 2: 2 an integer. Let P = kert\, 0 = T / P ~ Zp, F =
the field of fractions of O. Assume that the residual representation attached to P
is irreducible. Hida [Hi1] has shown that the corresponding two-dimensional repre
sentation pp : GQ ~ GL2 (F) is a Deligne representation attached to a cuspidal
newform of weight k. Let L(p)(k, s), k, s E Zp, denotes a two variable p-adic L
function attached to ordinary A-adic cusp form [GrS]. Then L (p) ( k, s) is analytic on
Z~ and interpolates the one variable p-adic L-functions L(p)(M(!k), s) associated to
the newforms !k, k 2: 2, in the following sense: \/k 2: 2 there is a "period" fh E Qp
such that L(p)(k, s) = flk . L(p)(h.: , s).

Therefore, in the naive sense, the limit case k = 1 should correspond to a
"twisted" modular form of weight one. More precisely, put formally

Question. Does exist an invertible function n1(s) such that L(;)(s) = fh(s),
L (p) ( s ), where L (p) is the ]Jroduct 0f twisted p-adic L -functions 0f K ubota-Leo]JOldt
1wasawa ?

Note, that Mazur and Wiles [MaW] gave examples when the specialization to
weight one cannot be the p-adic representation attached to a classical modular form
of weight one. They show that in these examples the corresponding p-adic Hodge
structure is not even semi-simple. On the other hand from their work we also know
that for k = 1 the t\ -adic Hodge twists of pp are (0,0).

In general, the weight one specjalization of the two variable p-adic L-function
is a new one-variable p-adic L-function. As R. Greenberg informed the author, in
some cases a specialization of the 2-variable p-adic L·function should be related to
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a product of two I(ubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-functions. But the appropriate spe
cialization is then same p-adic value of k, where the A-adic specialization becomes
reducible as a Qp-representation.

Dur idea is to try to produce some motivic p-adic L-functions by applying the
Conjecture from section 4.2 to appropriate family of Galois representations.

First let 's consider the following fact which can be considered as a generalization
of a result of Blasius ([BI] ) where the case M = M(f]) 0 ... 0 M(fd was treated.

Proposition. Let M be any pure motive Qver Q (with coefficients in Q) and Ik be
fixed elliptic cusp form 0f weight k. Then we have, for k »M 0:

c+(M (8) M(fk)) = c+(f,.)d+{M}c-(fk)d-{M}Ö(M),

c- (M 01vl(jk)) = c+ (lI. )d- (M)c-(fk )d+{M)8(M).

Proof: By the assumption we have

Let {u±} (resp. {VI, ... ,Vm }) be a basis of H~(M(fk)) (resp. of H~(M)). Let {e-}
be a basis of P- (M(fk)); take e+ so that {e+, e-} fonn a basis of H 8(M(fk))' Let
{dl, ... , dm } be a basis of HVR(M). Let

be canonical isomorphisms. Then Ih.(u+) = xue+ +XI2e- , Ih.(u-) = X21e+ +
X22 e-, IM(v;) = I:i=1 Yijd j and C+(fk) = Xll , C-(fk) = X21 , 8(M) = det(Yij).
Let {VI, ... , Vt} (resp. {Vt+I, ... , Vm } ) be a basis of H~ (M) (resp. HB(M) ), where
t = d+(M). Then dl 0 e+ mod F-(M 0 M(fk)), 1 ~ I ~ ffi, form a basis of
HBR(M (8) M(fk)). We have

m

(IM (8) Ilk )(Vi (8) u+) = LYilX ll (dl 0 e+) modulo P-(M (8) M(fk)) (8) C
1=1

m

(IM 0 Ilk )(Vi (8) u-) = LYilX2t{dl 0 e+) modulo P-(M 0 M(lk)) (8) C
1=1

Therefore
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Corollary. Under the above notation if MT,T = 0 for k » 0,

Now the idea is to include a motive M into ]radie (critical) family and to apply
4.2. Let fk denote fixed elliptic cusp form of weight k. We assume that 3A =A(M)

Vk~A .1\1 0 M(fk) have critical points.
Let's specialize the conjecture from 4.2 to our situation

Conject ure. The re exists a two vanable p-adic L -function L(p) (M; k, s) on Z;,
which interpolates the one variable p-adic L-functions L(p)(M ® M(fk), s), k :2:
A(M).

Similarly, one can ask if a specialization to some p-adic value of k of L(p)(M, k, s)
should be related to a product of twisted p-adic L-functions attached to M.

4.4 "False" p-adic L-functions attached to motives 11
Let ,\ be a fixed algehraic Hecke character of an imaginary quadratic field [(.

It turns out that the algebraic part of central critical values of Hecke L-series
L(,\2k+l, k + 1) are (up to the standard factors) squares in a fixed finite extension
of Q (a theorem of Rodriques-Villegas and Zagier [R-VZJ provides a formula for the
square roots). Recently A. Sofer [So] proved that these squares can be p-adically
interpolated (such a posibility WaB conjectured hy Koblitz [Kohl).

Now take auy M E MQ. Assume that there exists A = A(M) such that [A T]0M
have critical points for r ~ A. It is interesting to ask whether exists any anaIogue
of a result of Sofer.

In a case of three cusp forms we have the following result of Harris - I(udla

Theorem. [HaK]. Let I,g, h are elliptic cusp forms satisfying w(f) ~ w(g)+w(h);
put w = w(f) + w(g) + w(h) - 3. Th.en

L(f ® 9 0 h, ~(w + 1))
-----=----- x a product 01 bad IDeal factors

< f , f >2

is a square in Q(f, g, h).

HaITis and Tilotline recently proved that these squares can be p-adically inter
polated in the following sense: the corresponding p-adic L-function is a function on
Hida's family containing f.

We suggest the following question:

Conjecture. (i) Let M E MQ! w(j\;J) even. Then there exist."I p-adic contin'lLo7Ls
function which interpolates the square roots of algebraic ]Jart of special values
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(ii) Let M E .IvtQ1 w(M) odd. Then there exists p.adic continu01LS function which
interpolates the square roots of algebraic part of special values

Here one can consider any Hida's family instead of {..\m }.

Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik
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